That's what the government of the United States has been telling us about AIDS since 1981.

Some groups and Congressional offices want to compromise with the Administration that is saying to us, "DROP DEAD". Mobilization will not compromise and instead is pushing for a "moon shot effort" to defeat AIDS. Such an effort is called for in the recent report released by the National Academy of Sciences.

This is Mobilization's Ten Point Plan for which we will be lobbying nationally:
• Appropriate $1 billion for AIDS prevention education.
• Fund all scientifically valid AIDS research proposals.
• Create a national AIDS Coordinating Committee.
• Remove control of AIDS education from the Center for Disease Control.
• Implement National Health Insurance for everyone.
• Authorize all efficacious AIDS drugs and treatment protocols.
• Redefine AIDS to include all people with HIV Infection.
• Ban discrimination against HIV infected people.
• Guarantee anonymity in all HIV screening.
• Establish international cooperation on all aspects of AIDS.

Mobilization neither receives nor solicits government funding — we cause too much trouble! That is why every penny of our funding is from the community. We need your support. Please help Mobilization say to the government, "NO! We won't drop dead — WE'LL FIGHT!"

YES! I want to help Mobilization in its campaign for a "moon shot effort" to defeat AIDS. I am enclosing the following contribution.

☐ $500 ☐ $250 ☐ $100 ☐ $50 ☐ $25 ☐ Other ______

Name ________________________________

Phone ________________________________

Address ________________________________

Please return this form to the Mobilization Against AIDS, 2120 Market Street, Suite #106, San Francisco, CA 94114. (415) 431-4660.
car

examiner:

J. Hawn

T. Jones

Bank

$10,000
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Mobile lingerie Against AIDS to Boycott Delta Airlines

"It is to us unconscionable that discrimination against people with AIDS and those in high risk groups could be tolerated by Delta toward the living and not advocated by Delta toward the dead. We cannot continue to support policies by continuing to use your airline. We call on others to join us for four reasons and will term not to fly Delta until a change is made."

Thus, in a letter to Delta Airlines, Mobile lingerie Against AIDS declared that cooperation by Delta Airlines in the immediate change did not occur. This is the latest victim in a series of events involving Delta Airlines and Mobile lingerie. The first victim was the 66-year-old man refused a seat on a flight, Mark Sages, from a Delta flight because a stewardess thought he was not fit to travel unaccompanied. Despite his fact that Sages carried a letter declaring him fit to travel from his physician, Delta refused to let him fly and he was forced to use another airline. Mobile lingerie called off a possible boycott at that time because Delta apologized to Sages and announced policy changes to prevent recurrences. Two weeks later, the San Francisco Examiner reported another case of AIDS discrimination by Delta. In November, the Wall Street Journal reported that Delta's attorneys had argued like a gay man killed
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in a plane crash had diminished value because he was gay and therefore
might have AIDS.

Confidented by Mobilization Against AIDS,
discriminatory Delta order, reportedly, Delta Vice President Pete Caldwell
replied, "...we purchase insurance coverage through one of the major
insurance carriers which has responsibility for the selection, supervision and
control of the attorneys it retains in any litigation. Delta is kept informed in
general terms about the progress of damage cases kept we are not involved in their
handling." Delta CEO neither apologized for any of the incidents nor promised
they would not happen again.

In America, the Boycott Mobilization Against AIDS cited the decision of the
American Bar Association to contact the protest organizers.

Boycott Mobilization Against AIDS is calling public support from groups and
individuals in support of the boycott. Financial support is also needed. To
support the boycott contact M.A.A., 2120 Market St., Philadelphia, PA 19103-4045
(215) 765-2600.

Press Contact: Ken McPherson, 431-4666.
To implement a “moral shot” effort to defeat AIDS the US Govt in 1987 should

Afforestation Federal

1. Appropriate one billion dollars for AIDS prevention education, including multiple direct mailings to every household, business, school and labor union in the nation, prime time television and radio advertisements, print media advertisements and intensive workshops in small community groups.

2. Fund all AIDS research proposals approved as medically valid by the National Institutes of Health. This will exceed one billion dollars.

3. Create a National AIDS Coordinating Commission to establish an national AIDS plan within six months and serve as an aggressive oversight body for all Federal AIDS programs.

4. Remove control of AIDS prevention education campaigns from the Center for Disease Control and give it to a team of experts drawn from local AIDS education groups.

5. Guarantee adequate access to appropriate health services to all Americans by stop creating national health delivery programs such as exist in Europe immediately.

6. ELIMINATE FEDERAL BARRIERS. Make available AIDS drugs and treatment protocols which show efficacy in research studies in the US or abroad. These treatments should come both traditional and alternative approaches and be made available to all HIV infected persons regardless of their ability to pay.

7. Resolve the AIDS problem as a national social services or disability payments in a fair manner to pay persons suffering from AIDS infection and to reflect the true scope of the epidemic.

8. Establish zero tolerance for discrimination against HIV infected people in housing, employment, insurance, transportation, public accommodations and funeral services.

9. Guarantee anonymity in any form of AIDS screening and confidentiality in research and treatment programs.

10. Establish cooperative relationships with other nations on all aspects of AIDS. Share all AIDS research information, without regard to national or personal rivalry and provide $50 million dollars to the World Health Organization for global AIDS effort.
Against AIDS is a San Francisco based AIDS protest group that was formed in 1984 to move the nation into "moon shot" effort to end AIDS. The group succeeded in getting its message to Congress by having a food service in each district as well as presenting Congress with hundreds of petitions and leading a delegation of people with AIDS to Washington. Mobilization is also known for organizing the world wide candlelight memorials in support of people with AIDS, confronting Delta Airlines and discrimination against AIDS and leading the battle in California against the

Lakeview AIDS Committee.

Press Contact: Paul Benston - 431-4666
Ken Miller
The focus centers upon NGLTF's public call

As AIDS funding goals of $200 million dollars for the Federal government are too small and indecisive efforts to obtain a maximum effect from the Federal government, Mobilization charges that the Task Force's appeal are "shockingly incorrect" and that they have "begun 1997 by openly compromising our community goals to Federal AIDS spending.

It appears that of the nation's other two AIDS lobby groups one, The AIDS Action Council agrees with the Task Force while the other, The Human Rights Campaign, agrees with Mobilization.

The National Gay and Lesbian Task Force is the only lobby group in the nation and has played a major role in lobbying Congress for increased AIDS funding. It is based in New York and Washington, D.C.
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National AIDS lobby group1 urges on AIDS Funding Goals

Mobilization Against AIDS has been issued

Dear Editor,

In the last few weeks, a debate of great importance has been underway between national AIDS organizations over AIDS. Specifically, Mobilization Against AIDS has publicly disagreed with the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force over AIDS funding goals. For Federal AIDS spending for the next fiscal year, it appears that Mobilization Against AIDS is disappointed.

The difference between the two groups involves not only a billion dollar difference in AIDS funding goals, but also a broader issue of what our communities need and how it should be determined.

1 Mobilization Against AIDS